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"MINIMAL" MINORITY LOGIC SYNTHESIS OF BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that all Boolean functions of three variables can 

be generated with majority logic devices in a manner that in general leads 

to a more economical synthesis than is possible by use of the very common 
2,10,11,15 

AND-QR circuitry. Further, majority logic is demanded for most 

efficient synthesis using certain ultra-fast switching devices such as 

the sub-harmonic osfeillator. 

The need for higher-speed digital computers inspired the original 
6,8 

work in majority logic, and more recent work has shown that not only 

are faster logic elements usable by these methods, but substantial econ¬ 

omies in machine hardware are possible when these same techniques are 

used with slower devices. As general design procedures are developed, 

it is expected that packaged majority logic devices will become avail¬ 

able for use in much the same way that AND-OR units are used currently. 

2 
For examples of circuits employing majority logic see Cyprus . 

The terminology in this field is not standardized. A glance at 

the bibliography will show the range of nomenclatures currently used? 

each title suggests that a different approach has been taken to the 

same basic problem, usually in terms of a particular logic device. 

Several authors have indicated that results derived in the more 

common notations are equivalent. Minniek^ has shown how to convert 

results derived in one set of notation to other notations. This is use¬ 

ful, since each system of notation is particularly suited to a specific 
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type of hardware,, Thus, work originally intended for circuits employing 

sub-harmonic oscillators can be transcribed to a form applicable to mag¬ 

netic cores, masers, or transistors. The present investigation favors sub¬ 

harmonic oscillators and transistor logic devices. 

It is difficult at this time to correlate the results presented in 

many papers already published on majority logic. A comprehensive summary 

of other work and the relation to the present research will not be attempted, 
2 except in the case of the recent thesis by Cyprus Since the present thesis 

is a dlreot extension of his work, the relationship of this thesis to the 

Cyprus thesis will be pointed out at length. A large amount of background 

material on majority logic is well presented by Cyprus and will not be 

repeated here. 

Cyprus's approach is unique in that he uses minority devices, as 

opposed to the more commonly studied majority devices. The advantage of 

minority logio is apparent when it is necessary to use two devices to syn¬ 

thesise a switching function (see below for speoifio conditions that demand 

two devices) Minority logic allows a given input variable to have the same 

connection polarities on the two devices. This leads to a simplification 

in notation and in actual hook-up procedures. 

Of course, the minority device is simply a majority device with out¬ 

put polarity reversed, and a notation indicating this situation could be 

used equally well. In this paper we will follow Cyprus' work and deal 

entirely in minority logio. 

The most readily useful result of this thesis is the table of 

Appendix IV that presents for every three variable Boolean funotion a 

"minimal" synthesis utilising minority logic devioes. Methods for ex- 
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tending this synthesis technique to functions of more than three variables 

are explained. 



I. REVIEW OF BOOLEAN NOTATION AND MISCELLANEOUS RELATIONS 

It is perhaps best to begin with a listing of the notation to be 

followed throughout this paper in describing switching functions. The 

present scheme is a variation of several that have appeared previously. 

There do seem to be certain advantages in the new format that become ob¬ 

vious during later parts of the development. Use of conventions that 

order output states and their corresponding input states allows great 

economies in describing Boolean functions© 

A. Switching Circuit Characteristic Numbers. A binary switching 

circuit with n input variables can have only 2n distinct input con¬ 

ditions, since each variable ranges through only two values. For the 

case of three variables, there are eight input states. It is convenient 

to order the input states as in Figure 1, where a "1" can have the signifi¬ 

cance that the variable is "present", "positive", "on", "hot", etc., and a 

"0" indicates, the opposite state. 

A given switching circuit has a set of output states that is uniquely 

related to the set of input states. It is profitable to order the output 

states in a manner that preserves this relation, as is shown below. 

Examples of the outputs generated by several switching circuits are 

illustrated in Figure 2. These particular circuits have wide application. 

The name given each circuit is indicative of ;the function performed. 

(l) The AND switching function has an output state of "1” when all input 

variables have state "1", (2) The OR function has an output of "1" when 

any one of the inputs is "1", (3) The MAJORITY function has an output of 

"1" only when the majority of the inputs have state "1". (4) The MINORITY 

function has an output that corresponds to the state assumed by a minority 
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INPUT STATE 
NUMBER 

VARIABLE STATES 

A„ A, A. 

0 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 10 

Oil 

10 0 

10 1 

110 

111 

Figure 1* 

Systematic ordering of all possible 
states of three variables 

INPUT STATE 

NUMBER 

0 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

INPUT VARIABLE 

STATES 

A2 A1 A0 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 10 

Oil 

10 0 

10 1 

110 

111 

OUTPUT STATES 

AND OR MAJORITY MINORITY 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

Figure 2. 

Output states produced by the AND, OR, 

MAJORITY, and MINORITY Switching Functions 
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of the input variables. It is specified that the sum of the input weights 

will bo an odd integer for functions (3) and (4)s otherwise a "cut level" 

or switching point is not defined. 

Algebraic Boolean expressions for these functions are: 

AMD ? A^A^AQ 

OR: A2 + A1 + AQ 

MAJORITY? Maj(A2A1A0) 

MINORITY: Min (A^AQ) 

The number of possible output functions realizable from switching 

2? 
circuits with n input variables is 2 . For the three variable case 

there are thus 256 output functions. That is, the set of eight input 

states can be mapped into exactly 256 distinct output state sets, 'each 

set made up of eight bits, through proper choice of the switching cir¬ 

cuit. 

A switching function is identified with only one set of output 

states, although a particular function may be produced by more than one 

switching circuit. 

The sets of output states may be used to order the switching functions. 

This is done by considering the set of output states for a given function 

as a binary number. The ordering obtained by this technique appears to 

have no advantages except to provide an unambiguous and convenient "name" 

for all devices. It would be very much better if an ordering scheme could 

in addition throw the switching functions into family groupings that re¬ 

late to circuit configuration, biases, etc. However, some very useful 

information concerning the function is available from the present form of 

N^, as is shown below. 
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For example, the minority function has the set of output states 

0001 0111* Interpreting this as a binary number (the high order digit 

corresponding to the input state No. 7) assigns the minority function 

an order number of 23. The order number is called the characteristic 

number of the function, or simply N^. 

One of the problems long recognized in the design of switching cir¬ 

cuits is the selection of an "optimum" configuration to produce a given 

set of output states. Thus, the interest is not usually in how to find 

any synthesis, for many can be derived, but to find a configuration 

that in some way satisfies a criteria of optimum merit, presumably 

determined by such factors as number of components, cost of manufacture, 

or reliability. 

B. Mintarm Maps. By the use of a minterm map, the output and in¬ 

put states for a given switching function may be related graphically. 

The minority function is shown mapped in Figure 3» The particular form 

of the map was chosen so that the output state order number, N^, may 

be easily recognized. Input state order numbers are shown as decimal 

numbers in the corresponding output blocks. An "x" in a block in¬ 

dicates the output state corresponding to this input state is a "1". 

2 
Many variations of minterm maps have been used. Cyprus used a 

map with the configuration of Figure 4. 

Synthesis procedures developed here deal entirely with functions 

already expressed in the form of an N^, but the conversion from alge¬ 

braic form is simple. An algebraic expression such as AgA^ + A^AQ + AgAg 

can be put into the output order number form by use of the minterm map. 

The first of the terms, AgA^, will give an "x" in the map positions 

common to Ag and A^^ (7,6) $ the second term, A^AQ, 
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Ligurg.3.» 

Minterm Mapping of Minority Switching Function No* 23 

in Notation to be Followed in this Paper. 

Decimal Numbers Identify the Ordering of Input States. 

C 

B E 

Figure 4. 

Cyprus Mapping of Minority Function 

A 2 

Figure 

Minterm Mapping of AgA^ + A^A^ + AgA^. 

Note that the Expression AgA^ + AgA^ Gives the Same Mapping* 
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common to and A^ (6,2)} the third those common to Ag and A^ (2,0). 

See Figure 5» 

The minterm map representation and are unique for any switching 

function. However, a unique algebraic expression cannot in general be de¬ 

rived from a given or minterm map representation. 

C. Test for Presence of Elementary Elements. It is of some importance 

to be able to gain information about the elementary elements (elementary 

elements defined as AQ, AQ, A^, A^ A2, Ag, etc.) required to produce an 

through analysis of the itself. The procedure outlined below 

will tell which elements must appear in any expression that describes a 

M 6 given Nf . 

To test for AQ and AQ, compare digits: 

7 to 6, 5 to 4, 3 to 2, 1 to 0, 

where the digit number given refers to the input state related to this out¬ 

put state. If the first digit, i.e., higher order digit, of a pair is "1” 

and the second is "0", then A^ is required. If the first digit is "O" 

and the second is ”1", then AQ is required. If both conditions occur 

in the test pairs, then both elements AQ and AQ are required. If the 

two digits of a test pair are similar:there is no test, since A^ is 

suppressed} i.e., neither variable A^ nor A^ affects this particular 

pair of output states. 

This is extended to Ag and A^ by using the following pairings 

in the same test procedure: 

7 to 5> 6 to 4, 3 to 1, 2 to 0 

tl 
7 to 3, 6 to 2, 5 to 1, 4 to 0 
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As an example, the function 0010 1110 would be tested as follows? 

Test Pairs 

For A0Aq! 

For A^A^t 

For AgAgj 

Z 6 

0 0 

1 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 1 0 0 

A1 

1 3 6 2 

0 1 0 1 

11 10 

A: 

1 i 4 0 

11 oo 

Thus the function can only be represented by using at least the elements 

A
0» 

Ai» a»d A2# 

Note that this test procedure is appropriate only to the particular 

ordering scheme used here and does not say anything about the circuit 

configuration. For examples of another ordering scheme see Ledley^, who 

uses an N^, that is the inverse of the N^ used in this paper} that is, 

the digit corresponding to input state No. 0 is placed in' the left hand 

(high order) position. 

D. Unate Classification. It has been shown by several 

authors^,^,‘*’^*^ that a class of functions, called unate functions. pro¬ 

ducible by the use of not more than one elementary element of any pair 

(A_^,Ai), can be realized by use of a single majority device. In addition, 

any function requiring the use of both elements of any pair (A^A^) is 

not realizable by use of a single majority device. To test for unate- 

ness, the procedure outlined previously is used to find which elements 
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are required for synthesis. If both elements of any pair A^A^ are 

needed, the function is non-unate. The function of Figure 3 is unate. 

The function used in the example of a test for presence of elements is 

non-unate. 

E. Inverse-Complemented Classification. Certain order numbers such 

as for example 0001 0111 have the characteristic that the digits read in 

reverse order form a number that is the one’s complement of the original 

number. If this function is unate, then its device will have at most n 

inputs for n variables— that is, no bias is required. For non-unate 

functions, this means that neither device requires a bias input. Further 

explanation is given below. 

2 
F. Minority Device Notation. Cyprus used a symbol descriptive of 

the character of the devices he worked with. His representation of a 

typical minority device that has four inputs is shown in Figure 6A, and 

for two devices in series in Figure 6B. Other authors have used similar 

notation to describe majority devices by deleting the Q. 

In the present thesis, the device of Figure 6A will be described 

simply by the notation 01211. The five digit number will be called the 
+++- 

weight characteristic for the device. The left hand digit of the weight 

characteristic indicates the weight of the highest order input (whether 

variable or a fixed bias), and the right hand digit indicates the weight 

of the lowest order (always AQ) input variable. The connection polarity 

of each input is indicated' below the weight for that input as "+” for 

positive input hook-up or for a negated or reversed input. The 

polarity means that the complement of the designated variable is 

present as an input, rather than the variable itself. The combination 

of weight characteristic and polarity indication will be called the 
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A — 

A. Single fievice with Four Inputs 

01211 
+++- 

B. Two Devices in Series with All Variables Present on Both Devices 

C. Two Devices in Series—Not All Variables Present on Secondary 

Device 

Figure 6 

typical Minority Device Symbols Used by Cyprus and Corresponding 

"Device Configuration" Notation Used in the Present Investigation 

\ 
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device configuration. 

The pair of devices of Figure 6B are designated by 02111 31111, 

—+—+ ++—+ 
where the left hand and right hand device configurations will be termed 

the primary and secondary device configurations. respectively. 

If a variable is present as an input to the first of a pair of 

devices, but not to the second, it might be represented by Cyprus as in 

Figure 6C. In the present thesis the same pair of devices will be in¬ 

dicated by 01112 21101. The connection of the primary device output 

■1-11 +—++ 
to the secondary device is always considered positive. 

It is necessary to consider the polarities and weights as a unito 

Generally, any change in a single weight or polarity produces a different 

Nf 
The procedures for synthesizing non-unate functions require that the 

for the primary device be computed on the basis of n + 1 inputs and 

for the seoondary device on the basis of n + 2 inputs, where n is the 

number of variables needed to synthesize the in question. Of course 

the number of inputs to an actual device would correspond to the number 

of non-zero digits appearing in the device configuration. 
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COURSE OF INVESTIGATION 

2 1 
Cyprus presented for each of the '’significant” functions of three 

variables a minority device synthesis falling within the following bounds 8 

.(1) at most two devices are required for any synthesis, (2) at most five 

inputs are required for any minority device, and (3) the sum of the input 

weights to a minority deyice need not exceed seven. He thereby demon¬ 

strated that any three variable function could be produced within these 

bounds. 

It was suggested in discussions with Cyprus that a systematic pro¬ 

cedure for a synthesis of any three variable funotion would be useful, 

especially if extension of that procedure to four or more variables 

were feasible. The procedure should determine cases in which multiple 

ways to produce a function exist so that the "minimal" synthesis could 

be chosen for a given application. 
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INITIAL STUDY 

It was decided to begin the investigation by studying single devices 

of three, four, and five inputs, limiting the sum of the input weights 

to seven with no single weight exceeding three0 

A Royal McBee LGrP-30 digital computer was used for this study be¬ 

cause of its availabilitye The machine uses binary arithmetic so that 

most logical operations are easily performed,. However, the word length is 

limited to thirty-one bits so that it is not possible to hold the thirty- 

two bit for a five variable function in one word* This caused some 

complications in programming. 

A oomputer program was written that could produce for a min¬ 

ority device as the input weights and input polarities were varied syste¬ 

matically through all combinations possible within the bounds permitted 

above. Appendix II gives an example of this listing for several three-, 

four-, and five-input device configurations* 

It is readily apparent from a study of Appendix II thatt 

(l) All Nj*s generated by single devices are of the inverse- 

complemented type, no matter what the number of inputs, number 

of variables, or mode of input polarities* This very basio 

property of a single device is a consequence of the methods 

chosen for ordering input states and N^* Referring to Figure 2, 

observe that individual variable states for input state No« 7 are 

the complements of individual variable states for input state No* 0, 

that the states for No* 6 are the complements of those for state No* 1, 

etc. Since the outputs are determined solely by the input states, 

the output refleots this ordering and, in the case of majority 

logio, output state No0 7 is the complement of No0 0, eto* 
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(2) A change in polarity of input variable A^ causes a trans¬ 

position of corresponding order of the digits of N^,. That is, given 

the order number 0001 0111 .produced by a device that has three in¬ 

puts of specified polarity, then if A^ is complemented a trans¬ 

position of pairs of digits occurs as shown below* 

Further,, if AQ is now complemented a transposition of single digits 

gives t 

The mechanism is again easily explained by examination of the original 

ordering of input states. Complementation of one devioe input 

merely serves to interchange the input states in which this variable 

is present with those states in which it is absent, the interchange 

made in suoh a manner that all other variable states are unchanged. 

Of oourse, this extends to any number of variables and is not a 

function of the speoifio switching circuit but is only a consequence 

of the systematic ordering of input states. In general, if all in¬ 

puts are complemented the new order number will be inverted* i.e., 

the high order digit becomes the low order digit, etc. For example, 

an order number 

would undergo suooessive transpositions as the inputs are complement¬ 

ed,'beginning with the low order variable* 

01 00 11 01 

i l 
11 10 O 

ABCD EFQH 
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COMPLEMENTATION 

PERFORMED  
RESULTING N 

f 

BADC FEHG 

A1 ^ A1 DCBA HGPE 

HGFE DCBA 

In the case of a single majority device, this results in an order 

of the inverse-complemented characteristic of single majority deviees0 

(3) A four-input device produces two three-variable N^'s —the two 

functions represented have order numbers that are inverse-complements 

of each other. The high order (left hand) half of the,four-input N^, 

represents a device with three input variables and a bias of "1", 

the low order (right hand) half represents a device having three in¬ 

put '.variables and a bias of M0M. Note that we are now considering 

each half of the basic device N^ as a new N^ having one-half the 

original number of digits. The new N^ does not in general have 

the I-C property—this property holds only for the entire N^ pro¬ 

duced by the device. There is one case of special interest. When 

the device has a weight of zero for any input, there is repte'titive 

pattern present in the N^, that is a function of the order of the 

zero-weight variable. In particular, if A^ has an input weight Of 

zero', N^ has repeating blocks of eight digits, each block beginning 

at digits No. 7 and,No. 15. Since A^ is always the bias when 

functions of three variables are considered, then in this case we 

may say the output is independent of the bias. The blocks of eight 

digits will all have the I-C property since they are effectively pro¬ 

duced by a device having n - 1 inputs. 

number that is the one's complement of the original N^ because 
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(4) Only a limited number of device configurations are required to 

produce all N^,*s realizable from a single device. For example, 

a four-input device with weights of 02221 is equivalent to the con¬ 

figuration OlllOo Appendix I lists the simplest useful configurations 

for three, four, and five inputs, and suggests an extension to n 

inputs# It is desirable to hold the sum of the input weights to as 

2 
low a value as possible for best equipment performance « 

(5) The for two devices used in series can be derived from the 

separate N^'s of the two devices# By considering an arrangement 

whereby the output from a four-input device is an input to a five- 

input device (Figure ?)$> one sees that the output from the four- 

input primary device can be introduced as the high order input vari¬ 

able (A^) of the five-input secondary device# When the primary devioe 

output is M1M, then the secondary device output is taken from the high 

order half of its characteristic number# When the primary device out¬ 

put is ”0”, the secondary device output is taken from the low order half 

of its characteristic number. Each half of the secondary device 

is further divided by the two possible secondary bias states (A^ vari¬ 

able)# Thus the first one-quarter of the secondary represents 

the states when the primary output is M1M and the secondary bias is 

W1M0 The next one-quarter of represents the states when the pri¬ 

mary output is W1M and the secondary bias is ro0M#' This is illustrated 

by Figure ?• 
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PRIMARY SECONDARY 

02111 11122 
-++- +++- 

Figure 7 

Demonstration of Procedure for developing 
Series Combination N^. 
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ULTIMATE SYNTHESIS PROGRAM 

A preliminary computer program was written to obtain the set of all 

N^*s for four- and five-input configurations as prescribed by Appendix I. 
r 

By using this set of ^minimal85 devices and the knowledge that all three 

variable functions are realizable with these devices singly or in pairs, 

a final computer program was developed to produce a synthesis for each 

three variable Boolean function 

An abbreviated flow diagram for this program is shown in Appendix III. 

The syntheses (presented in Appendix IV) developed by the final com¬ 

puter program are ’"'minimal"1 in the sense that the sum of the device in¬ 

put weights is a minimum (refer to Appendix l)o Several device configura¬ 

tions are presented for a large number of the non-unate functions. In 

some cases the only variation between the several configurations for a 

given function are in complementations of inputs. However, in other 

cases it is found that there is also a configuration that eliminates the 

need for bias on one of the devices—this is of course generally the pre¬ 

ferred synthesis. 

It was considered worthwhile to reproduce all the configurations 

applicable to each function, rather than only one optimum configuration, 

to demonstrate the ways that complementation of inputs or interchange of 

variables affects N^. Note that the number of bits in the pro¬ 

duced by a given configuration is invariant under variable interchanges- 

and complementations. 

For example, the configurations 

01112 20111 and 01121 20111 and 01211 20111 
++— —++— <=■+<=+ —++ ~*++ 

all generate the function 0001 Q110o 
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Notice that the configuration 02111 21110 would not belong in the same 

group because this interchange introduces a zero weight for an input 

variable where before the zero weight applied to the bias® This con¬ 

figuration generates the N^ 0001 1100<> 
2 

Cyprus presents a complete discussion of the mechanics of vari¬ 

able interchangesa 

•23 



GROUPING OF FUNCTION ORDER NUMBERS ACCORDING TO SYNTHESIS DEVICES 

Considering N^ as an eight bit number, each bit having a value 

of "0M or mlw, the number of ways a given N^ my be permuted to 

form other distinct N^'s is given by the Binomial Coefficient (2^), 

where n is the number of variables and k is the number of "l"'s 

present in N^. For n = 3s 

k N^, Typical of 

  This Group 

Number of Distinct 

Permutations 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

0000 0000 
0000 0001 
0000 0011 
0000 0111 
0000 1111 

0001 1111 
0011 1111 
0111 1111 
1111 1111 

1 
8 

28 
56 
70 
56 
28 
8 
1 

256 Total 

Any N^ having the sum of its digits equal to either one or 

seven is obviously unate by the tests given previously# The order 

number 0000 0001 is produced by a single device having the config¬ 

uration 02111# Complementation of A. gives 02111, which pro- 
-H-H- U +++<= 

duces 0000 0010o By these techniques all the functions having the 

sum of their bits equal to either one or seven are produced using 

the same basic device0 

The analysis is somewhat more involved when the sum of bits is 

other than one or seven since the functions then are not in general 

unate. Thus we cannot easily find a synthesis by inspection of the 

N^ in question. However, it is instructive to see which N^'s are 

related by way of being producible from the same device configuration. 
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Previous investigators have developed a set of "’significant"’ 

functions9 composed of those functions from which all other functions 

may be produced through interchange and complementation of variablese 

2 
Cyprus presents the significant functions with a minority devise syn¬ 

thesis for each funct ion<> The Cyprus configurations do not in all 

cases result in ’"’minimal"1 syntheses by the definitions given here0 

Appendix V presents for each significant function of three variables 

a device configuration that is “minimal”« These will be termed the 

“significant device configurations»w Synthesis of non-unate 

functions can be accomplished by searching the ’"’significant devise 

configurations'” for a combination of input conditions which produces 

the particular desired0 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented methods for a systematic synthesis of all 

the Boolean functions of three variables and has carried the procedure 

through to a table that gives ""minimal1"1 syntheses utilizing minority 

logic devices. The direct extension of these methods to Boolean func¬ 

tions of more than three variables appears feasible, but the amount of 

computation required to produce the corresponding synthesis tables would 

be very great® Thus the most worthwhile approach for further work would 

be to develop N^, for all ""significant device configurations’" of n in¬ 

puts, as suggested by the results of Appendixes (i and V). 

The circuit designer can quickly test a function of n variables 

for unateness to determine the complexity of the synthesis problem® 

The simplicity of synthesis of unate functions means that unate func¬ 

tions of 4, 5, or 6 variables can be handled rapidly. This accounts for 

a large percentage of the possible functions (104 of the 256 3 variable 

functions). 

The synthesis of non-unate functions of n variables could be mad© 

reasonably straightforward by use of a table of the ""significant device 

configurations"’ for n variables equivalent to that for three variables 

given in Appendix V. The ’’searching"’ required to produce the desired 

synthesis is best performed by digital computers® Again, because of the 

large number of functions involved it is not feasible to develop com¬ 

plete tabulations comparable to Appendix IV. 
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APPENDIX I 

MINIMUM INPUT WEIGHTS REQUIRED FOR A SINGLE MINORITY DEVICE 
1 

Consider the following restraints placed on the N^ produced hy a 

single minority devices 

(1) Nf is unate<> 

(2) N^ is inverse-complemented,. 

The two conditions severely limit the number of N^*s producible 

by a single device having n inputsc 

It is obvious that there is no need to use a logic device to generate 

an N^ if the N^ in question is also producible by such a simple 

arrangement as is possible when only one elementary element is present,, 

Thus we will not consider those device configurations that have out¬ 

puts identical to those of a simple pair of signal wires,, 

For three variables these N^,*s are s 

0000 1111 A2 

0011 0011 A1 

0101 0101 AQ 

and permutations of them that are possible by variable complementation,. 

These functions are all unate and I-C. 

All the remaining three variable N^s that are both unate and 

inverse-complemented fall into one group made up of 

0001 0111 

and all other N^*s producible from it by variable complementation,, 

All members can be generated by the one minority device having weight 

characteristic 00111. 

Thus the maximum weight for any input and maximum sum of all the 

input weights needed to generate N^*s realizable by a single 
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minority device with three inputs ares 

2 

( 'T w.) =3 and 4-» ' l'max 
i=0 

(w.) = 1. 
l'max 

For devices with four inputs the same type of reasoning applies. Inputs 

with zero weights are now possible so the analysis is slightly more in¬ 

volved. N^’s generated by one element will again be treated separately* 

When an input has weight of zero9 then a repetitive pattern related 

to the order of this input is apparent in N^,. All the cases for four 

inputs ares 

DEVICE WEIGHT 

CHARACTERISTIC 
Nf 

VARIABLE 

ABSENT 

0111 0001 0111 0001 0111 
*3 

1011 0001 0001 0111 0111 A2 

1101 0000 0101 0101 1111 A1 

1110 0000 0011 0011 1111 
Ao 

along with all permutations allowed through complementations of the 

inputs. 

Observe-that the devices are identical in all cases—only the 

inputs are changed to develop the various N^’s -- and that this de¬ 

vice is actually the one considered previously with three-inputs. 

If all of the inputs have non-zero weights then the following 

N^’s, along with all permutations produced by input complementations} 

comprise the remaining four-input functions that are both unate and 

inverse-complemented. 
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DEVICE VEIGHT CHARACTERISTIC 

N. 

2111 
1211 
1121 
1112 

0000 0001 0111 1111 
0000 oin oooi mi 
0001 oon oon om 
0001 0101 0101 0111 

Obviously; one device can be used to generate all these N^*s. Thus 

for the four-input case the device input parameters may be limited to s 

3 

i*0 

= 2, (w.) ' l'max 

To see that these N^®s are indeed the only other realizable func¬ 

tions under constraints (1) and (2) above, it is necessary to list all the 

functions that are I-C and to discard those that are non-unate. For ex¬ 

ample , 

0011 0101 0101 0011 
ioio oon oon 1010 

are I-C but non-unate. The listing is simplified when permutations pro¬ 

duced by variable complementations are recognized. The two functions 

above differ only by Ag—— Ag. 

For devices having five inputs the analysis is still mare involved, 

but the techniques are unchanged. The resulting N^'s will simply be 

listed (see next page). Device parameters may be limited tog 

4 

f2*i).K = T 
i=0 

(’iU = 3 

The weight configuration 11111 is not included among the *°signi- 

ficant" five-input device configurations. All three-variable N^'s 

producible by this device (used as Secondary) are unate'and so may 



Permutations Of Five “Input “'MinlsS.l’8' Minority Device Configurations 

POSITIVE INPUT 
CONFIGURATION 

N 
f 

I 1 1 0 0 0000 0000 0000 xxn 0000 xxxx xxxx 13X1 
I 1 0 1 0 0000 0000 ooxx ooxx ooxx ooxx xxxx 11X1 
I 0 1 1 0 0000 00X1 0000 ooxx ooxx xxxx ooxx irn 
I i 0 0 1 0000 0000 oxox oxox oxox 0X01 xxxx xxxx 
I 0 0 X 1 0001 ooox ooox ooox oxxx oxxx oxxx oxxx 
1 0 1 0 X 0000 oxox 0000 oxox oxox xxxx oxox xxxx 

I I 1 2 0 0000 ooxx ooxx ooxx ooxx ooxx ooxx X3XX 
I 1 2 1 0 0000 oou 0000 xxxx 0000 xxxx ooxx XXXX 
I 2 X 1 0 0000 0000 ooxx xxxx 0000 ooxx xxxx 13X1 
2 I I 1 0 0000 0000 0000 ooxx ooxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 
I 1 1 0 2 0000 oxox 0X01 oxox oxox oxox oxox xxxx 
I 1 0 1 2 0001 ooox oxox oxox oxox oxox oxxx oxxx 
1 0 1 1 2 ooox oxox ooox oxox oxox oxxx oxox oxxx 
I I 0 2 X 0001 ooox OOXX OOXL OOXX ooxx oxxx oxxx 
I I 2 0 1 0000 oxox 0000 nxx 0000 xxxx oxox xxxx 
1 2 0 X 1 0000 0000 oxxx oxxx ooox ooox xxxx xxxx 
2 1 0 1 X 0000 0000 ooox ooox oxxx oxxx xxxx 31X1 
I 0 1 2 X ooox 00X1 ooox ooxx ooxx oxxx ooxx OXXX 
X 0 2 1 X 0000 oxxx 0000 onx ooox xxxx ooox xxxx 
1 2 I 0 X 0000 0000 oxox xxxx 0000 oxox mi xxxx 
2 0 X 1 X 0000 ooox 0000 ooox am xxxx 0X3X mx 
2 1 X 0 1 0000 0000 0000 oxox oxox xxxx xxxx xxxx 

I 1 1 1 3 ooox oxox oxox oxox oxox oxox oxox oxxx 
X I I 2 2 ooox ooox ooox oxxx ooox aixx oxxx oxxx 
1 1 1 3 1 ooox ooxx 0011 ooxx ooxx ooxx ooxx oxxx 
X X 2 1 2 0000 oxox ooox oxxx ooox oxxx oxox xxxx 
I X 2 2 1 0000 00X1 ooox oxxx ooox oxxx ooxx xxxx 
1 X 5 X 1 0000 oxxx 0000 xxxx 0000 xxxx ooox xxxx 
I 2 X 1 2 0000 ooox 0101 oxxx ooox oxox oxxx xxxx 
X 2 1 2 X 0000 ooox ooxx oxxx ooox ooxx oxxx xxxx 
X 2 2 1 X 0000 ooox ooox xxxx 0000 oxxx oxxx xxxx 
1 5 I 1 1 0000 0000 0111 xxxx 0000 ooox xxxx 1311 
2 X I 1 2 0000 ooox ooox oxox oxox oxxx oxxx xxxx 
2 I i 2 1 0000 ooox ooox ooxx ooxx oxxx oxxx 1311 
2 i 2 X 1 0000 ooox 0000 oxxx ooox mi oxxx xxxx 
2 2 I X X 0000 0000 ooox 0X11 ooox oxxx xxxx xm 
3 1 1 1 X 0000 0000 0000 ooox oxxx xxxx xxxx 11X1 
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also be produced by single devices with four inputs, which is preferable.. 

Device parameters may then be further restricted* for five-, four-, and 

three-input devices, all weights non-zero, the only “significant1* device 

configurations have ^ 

<S»i>s7. 
i=0 

3 * ■ 

i>sS' 

i=Q 

2 

( s3. 
i=0 

It appears reasonable to assume that this analysis can be extend¬ 

ed to devices having more than five inputs, and that the device parameters 

may be limited as follows s 

NUMBER OF NON-ZERO INPUTS 

6 

7 

n 

n-1 

c£"i) 
i=0 

9 

11 

2n — 3 

(w, x§mx 

4 

5 

n - 2 

No general proof of these conjectured extensions has been develop¬ 

ed, however 



APPENDIX n 

Examples Of Nf*s Produced By Various Configurations Of 

A Single Minority Device 

Minus Signs Indicate Negated Inputs—Complement Of 
Variable Present Rather Than The Variable Itself 

INPUT VARIABLES N 
A4 A3 *2 A1 A0 

-1 -1 -1 -2 
-1 -1 -1 2 
-1-1 1-2 
-1-1 12 
-1 1-1-2 
-1 1-12 
-111-2 
-1112 

1 -1 -1 -2 
1-1-1 2 
1-11-2 
1-112 
1 1-1-2 
11-12 
111-2 
1112 

1110 1010 1010 1000 
1101 0101 0101 0100 
1011 1010 1010 0010 
0111 0101 0101 0001 
1010 1110 1000 1010 
0101 1101 0100 0101 
ioio ion ooio ioio 
oioi om oooi oioi 
1010 1000 1110 1010 
0101 0100 1101 OLOl 
ioio ooio ion ioio 
0101 0001 dll 0101 
IOOO ioio ioio mo 
oioo oioi oid noi 
ooio ioio ioio ion 
oooi oid oioi om 

0111 
0 12 2 
2 12 2 
2 2 2 1 
112 3 
3 12 1 

oooi om oooi om 
oooi om oooi om 
oooi oooi om om 
0000 oon oon nn 
0001 oioi oioi om 
oooo oooi om mi 

11111 oooo 
11135 oooi 
1 1 2 2 3 0001 
1 1 3 0 2 oooo 
1 1 5 3 5 0001 
1 2 2 0 0 0000 
1 2 2 2 2 0000 
12233 0001 

0001 oooi 0111 0001 om 0111 mi 
0001 0001 0111 0001 om 0111 om 
0101 0001 om 0001 om 0101 om 
0101 oooo mi oooo nn 0101 nn 
0111 0001 0111 0001 om 0001 0111 
0000 oooo nn oooo mi nil nn 
0001 0001 0111 cool dn om mi 
0001 0001 0111 0001 om 0111 om 
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APPENDIX IV 

Minority Device Synthesis For Boolean Functions 

Of Three Variables 

“Minimal** In The Sense That The Sum Of The Input 

Weights Is Minimum For Each Device 

EXPLANATION OF NOTATION 

N 

00001111 

ELEMENTS 
FRESENT 

AIAKAI 
0 0 11 22 

-X — — 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 

unate function 

I inverse-complemented function 

T t 
U IC 1 

I 
only one element present 

00000101 -x — -x 

A^ input weight and polarity 

T 
U 01101 

1 
An input weight and polarity 

00001001 -x xx xx 

Ac; input weight (polarity 

always positive) 

00111 21011 

+-+- 

+—+ 

equivalent input polarities 



BUGS TV-1 
0000 0000 

N 
f 

ELEMENTS 
PRESENT, 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00000000 mm m*m u 1 

00000001 ~X -X •* u 03111 
++++ 

00000010 -X "X X- u 03311 
+*+- 

oooooou ~X -X “ u 01U0 
+HHH+ 

00000100 ~x x« «x u 03311 
++-+ 

Q000Q101 ~X — -X u 01101 
■HHHH 

GOQOOllO -X XX XX 00111 
—++ 
aaocs 

21011 
+=HH» 

00000111 «9C -x «x u 01211 
+-H+ 

00001000 

<t <* # 0 0 0 

“X X- X- u (2131 
++““ 

00001001 -X XX XX 00111 21011 
+-+- 

00001010 *x «*• x~ u 01101 
+H- 

00001011 -X «X X- u 01211 
+*+- 



PAGE TV-2 
0000 1011 

N 
f 

oooouoo 
\ 

00001101 

00001110 

00001111 

00010000 

00010001 

00010010 

00010011 

00010100 

00010101 

00010110 

ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
PRESENT 

W1W2 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 

“X X* «* u OHIO 
++-+ 

x» u 01211 
4Hh>+ 

“X x« X- u 01211 
«*+— 

-K OO CD tiCHSD u IC 1 

X- ~x “X u cem 
+-++ 

■ c - 

OO0 •X *x u 01011 
■H-H- 

XX «x XX 00111 2 HOI 
++-+ 

OBCD aaoD «4»*«»ao 
01121 31111 

aacsoaOD +™- 

“X “X «x u 01121 O ff -fl- B 
IT# ! 

XX XX -X 00111 23110 
TFT^ 
4WMKI 

-X ~x -X u 01112 
0 .n.-0 «... « Ir o IJ 

XX XX XX cem 22111 onoft * rl l +H+ 
01112 20111 

-++- 
01121 20111 
■*+■*+ -+-+ 

00111 31111 
CDQO ODOB +«•» 

01211 20111 
®«4+ —H* 



EfcGE IV-3 
0001 0111 

N 
f 

00010111 

00011000 

00011001 

00011010 

00011011 

ELEMENTS 
fRESENT 

DEVICE CONF33GURAT ION 
ER3MARY SECONDARY 

«X “X “X U IC 

XX XX XX 

“X XX XX 

XX “X XX 

“X -X XX 

00111 
irinrT 

C2U1 31111 
0O«^>OBC=* 

«<HHh 

ceiu 21011 
=><*>++ 

01130 01031 
o§=>co«^*a3 +”Hh“ 

01301 21031 
+"“+ 

01130 21101 
+*■-+ 

C0 111 23101 
<=>°$=»ao<x> OD'j^D® 

03031 21101 
4»®cnc=J €j~”“ 

onoi 21011 
e^lococr, 4+"- 

CD CD 4*4, 

01011 23101 
•H-+ 

CD 4> GOOD 
a>4>a>aD 

01101 21310 
‘ HHHh® +++- 
(2111 21110 

CCC§3aDCD cn0^*00010 

01011 21110 
*!53<2>C3<*» C^»ODCO SO 

00011100 xx xx -=x 



RAGE IV-4 
0001 1101 

ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT 

kfc\h*A 
fRB&RY SECONDARY 

00011101 ~X XX 01011 
ca^coo 

•H+= 

01H0 

+coacf5 

2iuo 
CD «#»<=> CO 

21011 
t»‘=5,4Hr> 

,fa®4’ 

00011110 XX aae XX 01231 

4JC3®C3 

31111 

t{j3aoo 

00013113. -X °x -X u 01211 
*=+4+ 

00100000 x~ -X x~ u CBlll 
+■=+= 

00100001 XX -X XX 01321 
<=><%*=><=> 

00111 
C=)<^C3c=> 

OOOt|l 

3nn 
*=§*§=*<=3CD 

21101 
4H)3c3‘= 

‘foo’l3 

00100010 «=3ca °x x~ u 01011 

00100011 “X “X x~ u 01321 
HHHH® 

00100100 XX XX XX (£111 
<=HH=c§3 

31111 

oas^cD 

00100101 XX «x XX 01211 21101 
cfK=»ODC§3 



PAGE IV~5 
0010 0110 

!V ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT 

AoWM 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00100310 =X xx XX 01132 21GU 
+=>++ 

C2111 21011 
C3C3<4®C= G3CO<=^CS3 

01321 21011 
tf3®0<a «§=»C=>C3CO 

00100111 ~X -X XX 01101 21011 
c&,«=te#Hh 

«$*£=*#»(=, 

oion 21101 
HHH335 '{Hr*30 

®+°+ 

00101000 XX XX X- 00111 21110 
<=■§+*» c0+ifr+ 

00101001 XX XX XX 01132 20111 

(2131 22111 
=IHHH= 
01321 20111 

<=»c§*=>ca ca«$»o<=> 

03011 20111 
CC»C3 

C
§=>C3 CDOO^O 

00111 31211 
GDCJCD^ 00CD4* 

/ > " y ' , *■ /■ „ 

00101010 x® U 01132 
HHHfa*3 

00101011 “X ~se 3C“ U 1C 00111 
*H+= 

01321 21110 
■HHHb HHNfr# 

00101100 see XX x 



PAGE IV-6 
0010 1101 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT mmmY SECONDARY 

00101101 XX XX XX 02211 51111f 

+--+ 

00101110 -X XX X® 01011 
•HHHb 

OHIO 

«$*CDeSO» 

23110 
I I 1 1 
-+-+ 

21031 

00101111 -X «X X- u 03211 
-H~ 

00110000 X- -X -® u 01110 
+-++ 

00110001 X® ®x ®x u 01321 
+--H- 

00110010 X- -X X- u 01321 
-a J>  

oonoon — -X -- U 3C 1 

00310100 XX XX -X 03211 
+H— 

OS-Ill 
•-^+- 
01321 

21110 
+++- 

21310 
—+*» 

21310 
+— 

00110101 XX -X 4 01101 
+44- 

01110 
+■■+ 
-+-+ 

21110 
•H+- 

21101 
+—+ 
 g -1. 
•T*T 



BfcGE IV»7 
0011 0110 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00110110 XX XX XX 01321 5HH 
es+cD-J* 

^J-cocr) <=» ‘TT’cs «=><=> 

00110111 -X “X “X u 01321 
caciLJLJL °nnr 

00111000 XX XX X® 03211 2H10 
'++++ Tnnrr 

01321 2H10 
' +=><=+ <$*<=><=>«£> 
cein 21H0 

C3oo «=§*$> =><=+■§■ 

00111001 XX XX XX 01321 31113, 
«»<=$*=»«=> C»c§»cr}G3 
■4*coca<i* «f*OD €=»«§» 

00111010 XX “X X- 01101 21H0 
r f? ->f ll-iP __n Tru^rTr -O-n. p ft “ 11 lr 
=>“■++ 

onio 2 HOI 
®£*COCDC3 «§»<=> <3 <3 
a<faai 03«§3COc» 

00111011 -X «x x» u 01321 
“++<*> 

00111100 XX XX ~ OHIO 21H0 
, p 0 ft ft 8 ! J JL-f> « * Trir-T-T 
*=»Hhcs,4* 
CDOS®#*^ a,D44 



N 
f 

00111101 

00111110 

oounu 

01000000 

01000001 

01000010 

01000011 

01000100 

01000101 

BAGE IV "8 
0011 1101 

ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
RESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

XX XX -X 02131 01110 
’ ■! i4- IT 1 

01301 21110 
•+w» -+•- 

01011 21110 
■>■>4*® 

XX XX X- (Bill 21110 
-M++ » t -»- ■ 10 11 

01301 21110 
-+-+ -+-+ 

03011 23110 
—H- •®4+ 

-x -oc u 01110 
•+++ 

X* X- -oc u cein 
• +«■>+ 

XX XX -X 00111 23110 
ab~"j*aDCD 
«DCB4*0» +•+- 

XX XX XX cein 31111 
-++- 
—+  1. 

XX XX •X 00111 21110 
~H~ —H- 

01301 23110 
++-- ++-- 

01011 21310 
+—»- +-+- 

mm X- -X u 01011 
++-+ 

-X X- -X u 01130 
++-+ 



RAGE IV=9 
0100 0110 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

01000310 •X XX XX 01321 
+=>++ 

01112 
' 4,izja3£D 

cem 

21031 
+=++ 

21011 
“f^aocoao 

21011 
C=>C0«X»C^0 

01000311 -X XX -X 01011 

‘ "HHH* 
01110 

09 **»£=»■§» 

21110 

°HH}"c3> 

21011 
+*++ 
«3>cs<x>«^> 

01001000 XX X- XX 00111 
-HHHh 
aBao<43aa 

23101 
+4HH* 

01001001 XX XX XX 01321 

01312 

02111 
++<=+ 

03211 
“~“>+ 

00111 

20311 
«*»+++ 

20111 
*4'®® 

22131 
++“•+ 
20311 

<*>“>«+ 
33131 

, — t r , — ,   ...   +“>+“ +«*»+— 

01001010 XX X- XX 01132 
II 11» TTTT 

23101 
ft 1 ft ft II I fl 0 

oiooion XX XX XX 03231 
+-+- 
(BaiCB*)* 

33131 

ao oooo*f* 

01001100 -X X- -X u 01321 
++“+ 

01001101 -X X- -X U IB 00311 
++-+ 



N 
f 

01001110 

01001111 

01010000 

01010001 

01010010 

01010011 

01010100 

01010101 

01010110 

01010111 

01011000 

PAGE IV-10 
0100 1110 

ELEMENTS’ DEVICE CONFIGURAT ION 
PRESENT 

AlA XA I 
001122 

PRIMARY SECONDARY 

-X X " XX - 01011 22101 
44-H- 444f 

*44* -44— 

01101 21011 
«»44 ••4*4 

-X x- U 01211 
*4*4 

X~ «VK' -X u 01101 
4*44 

X~ “X "X u 01122 
4*44 

XX -X XX 02211 22101 
44-4 44*4 

XX -X -X 01101 21110 
4-4— 4*4* 

•44* *44* 

01110 22101 
*•*4 

44-4 44-4 

X* X“ “X u 00122 
4—4 

m-m. *• ~x U TC 1 

XX XX XX 01212 51111 
-44- •44* 
4— B 

“X “X rX u 01122 
-44-4 

xx x- xx 02221 21101 
444+ 4444 

02111 
—44 

22101 



PAGE IV-ll 
0101 1001 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT HtIMARY SECONDARY 

01011001 XX XX XX 01132 3nn 
09 <1^ ODOM C»cf»C0flb 

+<=»+«» +»+® 

01011010 XX ~ XX 01101 21101 
-H-++ # 7 TT TT 

«»««#*§• 

' +ao4*°° 4»°Hh=» 

oiouon XX “X XX cein 21101 
•H~=+ tf+=>ofc 

01112 21101 
*»«§»«» 03 a°f,a® 

01011100 XX X- -X 01110 21101 
HHh=»« 

' 09CD09°|> OD TTT| | | 

onoi 21110 
«§»c=>eije» °J»CDC=»0O 

“■fa® 

01011101 -X x« -x U 01112 
t=»4*®+ 

01011110 XX X* XX (2111 21101 
++++ r1r“ lr 

01211 21101 
=>-++ CD«x,4Hf* 

01011111 •X -x U GL101 
ocxjMM, “TTT 

01100000 X- XX XX 00111 21011 
-» ■»..«■ - 

•TTT t g ff-jh TTTT 

++- 



PAGE IV-12 
0110 0001 

N DEVICE CONFIGLRA'FTOfi 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

A<F(^l*A?fe 

01100001 XX XX XX 01211 20131 
-+++ -+++ 

00111 3U31 
44— 

02111 22311 
+-++ +-++ 

03102 20111 
—+- —+- 

01321 20111 
 + —+ 

01100010 X- XX XX 01132 21011 
4+-H- ++++ 

02131 21011 
-++- -44— 

01321 21011 
44— 44— 

01100011 XX XX XX 01321 3U11 
44— 44— 
-—+ —+ 

01100100 X- XX XX 01321 21031 
++++ +-H-+ 

01132 21031 
44— 44— 

C2311 21011 
-+-+ -+-+ 

01100101 XX XX XX 03132 33131 
44— ++-a 

•*+• -.4- 

01100110 - XX XX 01031 2ion 
JJIM i r r i •H++ 
-++- -++- 

++«»• 
-+-+ 



RAGE 3V-23 
0110 0111 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f HtESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

A
(?CAA^2 

01100111 -X XX XX ceill 21011 
+-++ +-++ 

02212 21021 
■-«•+- —+- 
01121 21011 
—+ —+ 

01101000 XX XX XX 00111 31111 
'-+++ ++++ 
01211 20131 

01321 20121 
£9»"j»CD 

cem 22121 
+-=- 

01122 20111 

... 
—»<=+ —-+ 

01101001 XX XX XX 3C 00111 20111 
-+++ -H+ 

- OO^UUJCD 

-=+- 

 # p _ *»"+ 

0U01010 XX XX XX 01132 31111 
++++ ++f+ 

... .. —+ 

01101011 XX XX XX 01132 20111 
+-H-+ -+++ 

CEMll 22111 
-++- 

01221 20111 
++~ 

02221 20111 
‘ +**>+*• +-+= 

- 00111 31111 
—+ —+ 

01101100 XX XX XX 01321 31111 
++++ ++++ 



BA.GB IV-14 
0110 1101 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFJGtRATION 
f HtESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

01101101 XX XX XX 01121 20111 
++++ -+++ 

01112 20111 
++-= —t— 
C8111 221U 
-+-+ -+-+ 
01211 20111 
+«■■=+ +*aco+ 

00111 31111 
aoas<>§»OD 

01101110 “X XX XX 01121 21011 
—+» 

C2111 21011 
+— 

01112 21011 
—=+ —+ 

01101111 -X XX XX 00111 21011 
—+- 
—+ «»«>«»«§» 

01110000 X- -X -X u 01211 
+°4+ 

01110001 X- -X -X U 1C 00111 
» ... 

+-++ 

01110010 X- -X XX 01101 21011 
» n *- 
1 1 1 1 TTrr 

4+f- 
01011 21101 

—»+ 

01110011 X- -X -X u 01321 
—++ 

01110100 X- XX -X 01110 21011 
TTTT ++++ 
-+->+ -+-+ 
010H 21110 

+<*»««* 
—+• 



PAGE 17-15 
0111 0101 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

01110101 x- —X -x U 01112 

01110110 X- xx xx 

01110111 >» -x -x U 

01111000 XX XX XX 

01111001 XX XX XX 

01111010 xx -x xx 

01111011 xx -x XX 

(2111 21011 
•4+4+ 44+4 
01112 21011 
•»++— -44- 

01121 21011 
<=+<=+ =4=4 

01011 
-44+ 

01211 31111 
JLlJLr 
THT 44+4 

012X1 20U1 
HHHM- -HHHh 
001X1 51111 

(2111 22 in 
-«HHh 

01112 201U 
+Hh» +«+<=> 
01121 20m 

+««+ 

01112 211QL 
—+ 

01121 31111 
44— ®#«- 

■ <$*««-§» 
00111 21101 
•+«- ~+~ 

f 

01211 2ino 

01121 2mo 
—4- —•+- 

<2111 2mo 

01111100 xx xx -x 



N 
f 

oinnoi 

onimo 

01111111 

10000000 

10000001 

10000010 

10000011 

10000100 

ELEMENTS 
ERESENT 

^(Ai^iAe^e 
XX XX -X 

XX XX XX 

-x -x -x U 

X- X- X- U 

XX XX XX 

XX XX X- 

XX XX X- 

XX X- XX 

BAGE IV-16 
0111 1101 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00111 21110 

«D €»«$»<*> «BCS»^»C» 

(2111 53111 
++++ » n ft .II. 

*1 IrTMr 

*$*eB<K>ao +<==>=> 

(2111 

02111 
•f*CDao ao 

(2111 33111 
_■ B W ff 

U 5 ~444 
•BOOOJ ca 

00111 21110 
“•++ 

(2111 21110 
•*>++4 —4^LJL 

01211 21110 
4=44 

01021 21110 
-H—+ 44-4 

00111 21101 
+«Hhf 4-44 

** *$“$*«** 

02111 21101 
«■»+++ *4++ 

01211 21101 
+«4+ 4-44 

10000101 XX X- XX 



EftGE IV-17 
1000 0110 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGIRATION 
f HIESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

^C&A3?3^2®2 

10000110 XX XX XX 01321 20111 
=>+$■= HHh= 

(2111 22311 
+f~ •H— 

03132 20U1 
-+-+ »+<=+ 

00111 31111 
—HH- =»-•«* 

03211 20111 
cocaoes 

10300111 XX XX XX 03211 
®oow 

31311 
OC3DC9 

+<=++ •t'HHH 

10001000 — X- X- U 01011 

10001001 «X XX XX 01321 21031 
+=4-= 

(2111 21011 

01132 21011 
+oo<|» 

10001010 -X X- X® u 01132 

10001031 -X XX x* oion 23110 
■f+Hh ++=>+ 

*-44+ -+*+ 
omo 21011 

+•=>+=* 
acooa 

10001100 • •X X- 
# 

u 01321 

10003101 -X X~ XX 01011 21101 
-W+ ■»+++ 

' ' -ft-fl -fl-rrr If iTlr®* ■HHN* 

01101 21011 
+o«+ +»«*+ 
aXBCDCS ®»oo 



WISE 17=18 
1000 1110 

N 
f 

10001U0 

10001111 

10010000 

10010001 

10010010 

10010011 

10010100 

ELEMENTS 
PRESENT 

^C?(Al^3^2^2 

-x x~ x- U JO 

-X X- X- U 

X» XX XX 

X» XX XX 

XX XX XX 

XX XX XX 

XX XX XX 

DEVICE CONF JOIJRAT ION 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00111 
++*=<= 

03211 
0«$*CDCD 

00111 21011 

csHH®+ ■H-+ 

<2131 21011 
■ “■$++ =4-H- 

01132 21011 
■+H« -HH+O 

01321 21011 
■(+"+ -HH=>+ 

01211 20131 
=>++«=> «>«$*$»» 

00111 31131 
++-+ 

01132 20111 
■*•<=++ <=>o«§>4* 
02111 22311 

•$»««$»<=» +<=+«= 
01321 

<0(BC9(D 

20131 
CBOC8CO 

01321 31111 

00111 31311 
-4+- •HHh=> 
03211 20111 

■ =+=+ -+<=»+ 
01321 20ni 
' *»=++ •0*!+ 

01312 20311 

(2111 22311 
+—+ +--+ 



RA.GE IV =>19 

1001 0101 

N 

f 

10010101 

10010110 

10010111 

10011000 

10011001 

10011010 

ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

ERESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

XX XX XX 01132 33111 

XX XX XX JC 00111 20111 
-4+- -++- 

XX XX XX 

X- XX XX 

~ XX XX 

C21U 22311 
<=+++ 

01132 20111 
*44Hh» -4+- 
01121 20111 

“+=+ 
01211 20111 
•+=++ +-++ 
oom 31H1 

eommca 

01321 21011 
•H+«* +H~> 
cein 21031 

«*§•**>« 

01132 21011 
4+-+ •H-+ 

oion 21011 

03132 33111 
+f«»+ ■H~+ 
~f+ —H- 

01332 21011 
■ =.<=++ —H- 
C2311 21011 
+=>+“ +“+=■ 
01321 21011 

10011011 -X XX XX 



BfcSE IV=20 
1001 1100 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFTGtRATlDN 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

10011100 XX XX XX 01121 51111 
HHHh= HHHh* 
“’‘HHf* 

10011101 •X XX XX 01121 21011 
°<=4+ £=ICE> <$*$=> 

01132 21011 
CSoOO CD CD CD CD 

(2111 21011 
4sc=5cHh #<=><» 

10011110 XX XX XX 01121 20111 
*HHh» COC^Hh33 

(2111 22111 
<*>«$=<=> c=> CSje^acDcD 

01132 20111 
■•+<=+ 

001-11 51111 
®<=>eH9 

coco «{}*#» 

03211 20111 
C§X»<=>OD •^cooa co 

10011111 -X XX XX 00311 21011 
==+4> 
coca co ca 

10100000 X* 4PO0 x- U 03101 
+“+= 

10100001 XX -X XX 03211 21101 
'•*+— HKh®*=» 
01132 21101 

+<*>=># 
(2111 

CD CD CD OD 

23101 
OOOCD 

10100010 X- -X x- U (XL 132 
«$*»«£»<=» 

10100011 XX -X X- 01101 21110 
-4HH* 
+=>++ +HHb 

01110 21U0 
®§*§»ct>ci 



BAGS iv-ai 
.1010 0100 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE COHFIGIBATim 
f HUBERT HRU&RY SECONDARY 

10100100 XX X« 3QC 011-32 21101 
HMHHb +HHK 

10100101 XX ®® XX onox 211G0L 
®44+ -44+ 
«H*f® +■#•+=>■ 

4»44 
—4~ 

10100110 XX XX XX 01X32' 53111 
—4*H* 

.0 * O- 4-4+ 

10100111 XX »X XX 01112 23101 
‘=Hh=>+ 

10101000 X* X- X® u 01112 
>|*a«o 

10101001 XX XX XX 01132 3x1x1 
«+#+ HHhf 

«§*=*«+ 

10101010 *® — X® U IB 1 

10101011 -X ®X X® u 01132 
♦ ■ -++» 

10101100 XX X® X® omo 21101 
a»£0«$»cS —HK* 

■•H+~ 
* 01101 21110 

+-»+ 
->+=+ 

10101101 XX X® XX 01112 23101 
«+++ -44+ 

10101110 ®X X® X® u 03132 
-4—» 

10101111 ®X ®® X® u 01101 



E&.GE TV-22 
2011 0000 

N 
f 

10110000 

10110001 

10110010 

lonoon 

10110100 

10110101 

10110110 

10110111 

ELEMENTS 
PRESENT 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
IRll&RY SECONDARY 

*X x» U 035X1 
e§»C=><=g=«CD 

X- ~2C XX 

x« »x x- U 

X- “X X“ U 

XX XX XX 

XX -X XX 

XX XX XX 

XX "X XX 

01101 .21-011 
e=>t#HKr’ «4H* 

' e§=*C3C=>c=> c§=^=>CDCD 

01011 21101 

CD CD CZ> CD caooo 

oom 
*#'=>,va‘= 

01321 
oo<fo 

01211 31111 
r/i ,n n, 
Trtrtr® 

«HhHh 

c2 in 21101 
+0O«>e|3 

nrng 

CPO <3DCO 

2nei 
CDCDOO a 

03211 2om 
+++- <*>4+00 

oom 31312 
OD«^<CO«§* 

01312 2oni 
+-++ 

(2311 22 m 
«BOD«$»C» 

01321 2om 
•(•CDtOOB +<=<=<» 

01321 31111 
++«+ -+*+ 
•fcoDtoao CBQOCDO 

oom 2noi 
coeoetfao ODaoCSlCB 

44~4 -B~+ 



PAGE IV ^3 
1011 100Q 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f HffiSENT. PRIMARY SECONDARY 

10111000 X~ XX x« OHIO 21011 
HHHh* 

0*jj^30 OO =§*<=> CD 

01011 21H0 
«§*» «=>«£* 

OO*}^ <=»«=» HH6* 

10111001 X~ XX XX 01132 210H 
o,H4 

(2111 21031 
' cHHh=> ■HHH= 
01321 21031 

C3cg*cOC3 C3*f^=>C3 

10111010 X« “X X® u 01132 

10111011 ~«p «X x~ u 01011 

10111100 XX XX X- 01321 21H0 
     <s>cz> «§■=§=> ■»=>+4‘ 

10111101 XX XX XX (2111 31311 
•HHh= 

*{h=»e»4’ 

10111110 3flt XX X- 00111 2iao 
_   ...... . 

CDCOC^HH csscri^Hr* 

lonnn ~x ~x x~ u 02111 

11000000 X~ X® ~ u OHIO 
*§■”=*+ 

03211 21110 
HHh=» +•{■== 

01321 21110 
•f’Ca*#*® «flaOD«5»OD 

(2111 23110 

noooooi 3QC XX “X 



R&GE TJ'&h 
1100 0010 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT ERB&RY SECONDARY 

kQ&QkjKl&3&2 

11000010 n n 01381 21210 

11000011 XX XX »» 01110 22110 
-■H+ 

HN++ 
oajo'f CDC3C=)<^J=» 

11000100 X“ X~ “X U 01221 
=£>CDCD

c§3 

11000101 3QC X- -X .01110 21101 
ca«=§*oo«J|» 

<§300 0 *$=*«2>CDCO 

01101 21110 
+#<=>» ■Hh3® 

09000 

uooouo XX XX XX 01121 31111 
<HHh® 

11000111 XX XX “X .01121 21110 
<=cHr’a3 ®HHh* 

(2211 21110 
*+-= *#*$»<=»<*> 

02211 21310 

11001000 x® x« x- U 01321 

..... 
*4*c=>c=»<=» 

11001C01 XX XX XX D1321 53111 
, , nT (I. p 

p r 

4*ca+c3 cjf>CD'§*0© 

11001010 XX X- X* 01110 21101 
“HHH* 

«5»caa«5^» 

onoi 21110 
++■>+ 4+=+ 



E&GE TJ'&h 
1100 0010 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGtB&TION 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

11000010 XX XX x« 01321 21310 
HKHHH 4*® 44 

11000011 XX XX (PO QU10 21110 
®HHHh ®4,44 
44^4 44c4 

HKD'H
3 

«=»CDG»4 0(30^ 

11000100 x~ x~ -X U 01121 
«§>COC3«={{=» 

llOOOld XX x~ ~x .01110 21101 
03«§*C3«4» <=>4*cn4 
«5>c=>c=>c=) +ooo 

ouoi 21110 
•H*ere< 44®® 

CSOCQO 

11000110 XX XX XX 01121 3 Hll 
®44® 
4®44 

11000111 XX XX -X 01321 21110 
“44® 

C2311 21110 
4+=<= 

D32H 
OOCSQ 

21U0 

11001000 X® x« x® U .01321 
•f’ocaa 

11001001 XX XX XX .01121 52111 
®444 

■§»<=> 4*‘=4*® 

11001010 XX X* x~ OHIO 21101 
®44® 

■43®4c=> +°+a 

01101 21110 
44,coHH 44=4 



PAGE IV-25 
1100 1011 

N 
f 

ELEMENTS 
PRESENT 

^C&AlFl^2^2 

DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 

11001011 XX XX X® 01121 
-+*■+ 

21110 
» a » “ B n 

11001100 X* u 1C 1 

11001101 -X X«* -X u 01121 

11001110 -X X« X- u 01121 

11001111 -X x~ —» u 01110 

11010000 X~ X- *x u 01211 
+<==-}• 

11010001 X® XX -X 01110 
-If-II - It “TTT 

++■=+ 
01011 

«§»OD«$»CS> 

e*> 00a 

21011 
-+++ 
+4*®+ 

21110 
+«=»+«» 

11010010 XX XX XX 01211 

++-+ 

31111 
-4+- 
++*+ 

11010011 XX XX ~x 01211 

C2111 

01121 

21110 
«»4Hh=> 

21110 

21110 
CO CO 0 OO 

11010100 X~ X- -X u 1C 00111 
«$»CBOD«5» 

11010101 X- X- -X u 01112 
MQDO*}* 



RA.GE IV=S6 
1101 0110 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f HIESENT HTOftRY SECONDARY 

11010110 XX XX XX 00111 33111 
c=«H>cx> €JU«§*n§»U 

02211 20111 
++=+ “4*® 4* 

01321 20m 
*5*=HH* +<=+■$• 

01132 2oin 

/ 12311 22111 
ca coca«$• cacscs^H 

11010111 XX XX ~X 00111 23H0 
cSfcgatJ^o 
oooo 

ca«£fc{}*® 

03000 

11011000 X® X« XX -01101 2ion 
«H«*+ •H*®# 
<=>«{j»COC3 ca«5»®>ca 

01 Oil 2noi 
®®4-4* COCb'elHfi® 

  Hh®HH® 

11011001 X- XX XX 01321 21011 
•®4HHf •HhH* 
01110 21031 

cs«$»<z>aB co*$»CDao 

(2131 sion 

.. _ 
4HJ*®4* ++-+ 

11011010 XX X- XX -01U2 23101 
««=»++ 

11011011 XX XX XX 12131 31111 
++•=+ ■H*°+ 
4*®4“® 4°t®4-® 

11011100 x- x- -x U -01321 
. _ 

-<=-+ 

11011101 X* “X U Dion 
®4*®4“ 

11011110 XX X- XX 00111 2noi 
*°++ —H- 



CAGE 17^7 
1101 1111 

N 
t 

11011111 

11100000 

11100001 

11100010 

11100011 

11100100 

11100101 

ELEMENTS 
HtESENT 

A^c^iXiAgSg 

“X X- ~x U 

X* X~ X- U 

XX XX XX 

X- XX X~ 

XX XX X* 

X- X~ XX 

XX X* XX 

DEVICE C0NF3BIEAT1DN 
raiMARY SECONDARY 

£2m 
-+=+ 

.01211 
•faeaeao 

01211 51111 
HhW -+«■ 
•H— 4+-=> 

01110 21CXL1 
-4+- <HHb=> 
'+4«~ 4+~ 
QL011 21110 

HMHKH +=+f 
coeaes*^ C30C3«§* 

02211 21110 
HHHH =HH-fr 
0U21 21110 
C30C9«§» «w«4 
cem 21110 
+-*+ +»H» 

£0101 21011 
~-H-+ ■=•+++ 
+++- +HHK= 
01011 21101 

-i- ft 1 wTr U -ft- - * -ft. ■u^nrTr 
«=>+= aea^M 

01211 21101 
«~H+ HHHh 
£2111 21101 
+HH- 

ou2i 21011 
-++- “++= 
cem 21011 

++=■«= 
oni2 21011 

-4-+ 

nioono X« XX XX 



PAGE 3V~28 
1110 0111 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT PRIMARY SECONDARY 

mooin XX XX XX C2111 31111 
■Hta= +❖=<= 

+=+*• 

11101000 X® X® X® U DC oo.m 
+■*■“>= 

11101001 XX XX XX OCUl 31111 
' a'HHH’ <HHHH 
03221 2om 

w|«oo 
an2i gm-n- 
*•§*««§•« +cHh= 
cs-m 22131 

QL332 
aaoo 

200,21 

11101010 X® X® X® u omB 
oooo 

31101011 XX XX X® com 21110 
_ _ _ -H+ “+H* 

11101100 X® X® X® G 01121 
csoncD 

11101101 XX X® XX 00111 21101 
  ... 

-+HH- «-H-+ 

11101110 II ¥
 

¥
 

u 01011 
_ ..... . < 

•HS***™ 

11101111 ®X X® X® u cem 
<4°» 

111.10000 X® ®® ®® u m 1 

11110001 X® *x ®x u 00211 
„ _ ... _ 

11110010 X® ®X X® u 01211 



BASE 17-29 
mi 0011 

N 
f 

ELEMENTS 
PRESENT 

WAA 

DEVISE CONFIGtRATIDN 
PRIMARY SECONDARY 

mi oo n x® ^ ®® u OHIO 
<==•■{■+ 

liiioioo X® X® ®X u 012-11 
C3oa>a{|> 

11.110101 X® ®® ®x u 0H01 

lniono X® XX XX oom 
«=>«TH0

:
*C3 

CD«(j»C3«§9 

21011 

linoin X® ®x u CSlll 
e=»«o*^*5» 

11111000 X® X® X® u 01211 

mil ooi X® XX XX 00111 21011 
eHKH* OHHK* 

cD«$»ae=» o«^a>c3 

11111010 X® mtB X® u Olid 
OSOD^CD 

niiioii X® X® u (2111 
ooo=^»co 

iiniino X® X® mojs> u OHIO 
StDCD*|* 

11111101 X® X® ®x u (2111 
O9oo *a*f 

HlllllO X® X® X- u (2111 

U 1 11111111 



APPENDIX V 

“Significant Device Configurations* For Boolean Functions 
of Three 'Variables 

“Minin©. 1“ In The Sense Tfet The Sum. Of The Input Weights 
Is Minimum For Each Device 

N ELEMENTS DEVICE CONFIGURATION 
f PRESENT. PRIMARY SECONDARY 

00000001 ~X -X ~x u cgm 
HHHH- 

00000111 -X -X -X u 01211. 
JUUL& Z irVr 

oooioin -X ~X -X U IC ooiii 
.a 0 Jt. n . u u u u 

10000001 XX XX XX 02111. 31m 
-H-H* 
OOOCD 

01100000 x~ XX XX 00111 21011 
HhH- ■HHH* 

.... 
•Hh®* 

01101000 XX XX XX oom 31111 
-» e » *mr •H-H- 

01211 20111 
CB<4>CBCD 

01121 20111 
«®+« coca «#•<=, 

cem 22111 
«foOtBCB •f»CB«s 

01112 20111 



RfcGE V-l 

10011000 x- xx xx 

11001010 xx x- x- 

01111000 xx xx xx 

01101001 xx xx xx 1C 

00000101 -x — -x U 

mm t f mmm, , t _ 

10011001 — xx xx 

01121 21011 
+++- +++» 

cBin 21031 
*-+<-«» 

01132 21011 
■H—+ •H—+ 

onio 23101 
~H~ -++- 
1"* I ** +-+■ 

Oil 01 21310 
++-+ ++«+ 

—+ 

03211 31111 

m^rntm 

00111 20111 
-+++ -+++ 

»+— 
-«+- 

—+ —~+ 

01101 
++++ 

01011 21011 
-+++ -+++ 
+++- +H- 
■+■■ ■»+»*» 
4+-+ ■H«+ 


